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Abstrat
I disuss the hemial and spetrophotometri evolution of galaxies over
osmologial timesales and present a rst attempt to treat both aspets
in a hemially onsistent way. In our evolutionary synthesis approah,
we aount for the inreasing metalliity of suessive generations of
stars and use sets of stellar evolutionary traks, stellar yields, spetra,
et. for various metalliities. This gives a more realisti desription
of nearby galaxies, whih are observed to have broad stellar metalllity
distributions, as well as of young galaxies at high redshift. Seleted re-
sults are presented for the hemo-osmologial evolution of galaxies as
ompared to QSO absorption line observations and for the spetropho-
tometri evolution of galaxies to very high redshifts. On osmologial
timesales, interations are important drivers of galaxy evolution. Ne-
gleting dynamial aspets we study the eets of interation-indued
starbursts on the spetrophotometri and hemial evolution of galax-
ies and briey disuss the formation of star lusters and Tidal Dwarf
Galaxies in this ontext.
1 Introdution
The evolution of galaxies on osmologial timesales has 3 aspets: the hem-
ial, spetral, and dynamial evolution. In reality, all of them are intimately
oupled as shown by the existene of several observational relations involving
quantities from any two of these 3 domains. Examples are the Faber  Jak-
son, Fundamental Plane, or luminosity  metalliity relations for elliptials
or the Tully  Fisher relation and trends of harateristi HII region abun-
danes, average olours, emission line strengths, luminosities, and mass - to -
light ratios with spiral type, i.e. with the transition from bulge-dominated to
disk-dominated systems.
While over short timesales or lookbak times and, at least, for giant
galaxies, the 3 aspets of galaxy evolution might be treated independently, any
modelling of galaxy evolution over osmologial timesales denitely requires
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a onsistent treatment of all 3 aspets. Unfortunately, this is still too omplex
today, even for numerial simulations on powerful mahines.
Independently, all 3 aspets of galaxy evolution modelling have quite some
tradition already. We are, however, still at the very beginning of a onsistent
understanding of galaxy formation and evolution over osmologial timesales
inluding all 3 aspets. A onsistent modelling of the hemial and dynamial
evolution of galaxies is e.g. attempted by the group of G. Hensler in Kiel
(`Chemodynamis'). With the availability of stellar input physis for vari-
ous metalliities, we developed in Göttingen a onsistent desription of the
hemial and spetral evolution over osmologial timesales, i.e. oupled to a
osmologial model. This hemially onsistent evolutionary synthesis
method and seleted appliations for the interpretation of galaxy observations
over a wide redshift range will be presented here.
While still being far from a onsistent oupling of our hemially onsis-
tent hemial, spetrophotometri and osmologial model with a dynamial
galaxy evolution model, we at least started to study the starbursts aom-
panying strong interations and mergers involving gas rih galaxies and their
impat on the hemial and spetral evolution of galaxies. This brings us
to some surprising features aompanying those strong bursts: the formation
and evolution both of a new population of bright and massive young star lus-
ters and of a new lass of dwarf galaxies forming from reyled material along
the tidal features of the merging giant galaxy pair (Tidal Dwarf Galaxies).
2 Chemially Consistent Evolutionary Synthe-
sis
2.1 Observational Evidene for Broad Metalliity Dis-
tributions and Subsolar Metalliities
Evidene for extended stellar metalliity distributions and, in partiular, for
the importane of subsolar abundane ontributions has been aumulating
over the last years. Stars in elliptial galaxies and bulges, e.g., show a metalli-
ity distribution extending over more than a fator 10 from 0.06 ≤ Z∗/Z⊙ ≤ 2.5
with average metalliity slightly below solar (M William & Rih 1994), G
dwarf stars in the solar neighbourhood over a range from 0.15 ≤ Z∗/Z⊙ ≤ 1.5
with, again, the average metalliity being subsolar (Roha-Pinto & Maiel
1996). Charateristi HII region abundanes (i.e. measured at 1 Re) in spi-
rals are observed to be in the range from ∼ Z⊙ for early type spirals Sa/b
through ≪ Z⊙ for late type spirals Sd (Oey et al. 1993, Zaritsky et al. 1994,
Ferguson et al. 1998). Dwarf galaxies of all lasses (dEs, dSphs, dIs, BCDs)
show  sometimes substantially  subsolar metalliities, both in their stellar
populations and in their gas phase abundanes (e.g. Riher & MCall 1995).
So, while already in the loal Universe, subsolar abundanes are learly pre-
vailing on global galaxy sales  with the exeption of some entral regions
of massive luminous galaxies  this is, of ourse, even more so the ase in the
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early Universe.
From restframe UV stellar wind lines, redshifted into the optial for star
forming galaxies at redshifts 3  4, stellar abundanes around 1/10 Z⊙ are
derived (f. Lowenthal et al. 1997, Trager et al. 1997). Damped Lyα ab-
sorbers  most probably the progenitors of present day galati disks  fea-
ture ISM abundanes in the range 10−3 < ZISM/Z⊙ < 1 over a redshift range
0.4 ∼
< z ∼
< 4.5 (e.g. Pettini et al. 1997, 1999, see also Set. 5).
These are only a few seleted examples from a muh longer and still in-
reasing list of diret observational hints to the existene of signiant metal-
liity distributions in galaxies and to the importane of subsolar metalliities.
2.2 Method and Input Physis
From a very basi onsideration it is immediately lear that any stellar system
with star formation (SF) extending over more than the lifetime of the most
massive stars (106 yr) is omposite both in terms of age and metalliity.
While star lusters are Simple Stellar Populations (SSPs) onsisting of
one stellar generation with one age and one metalliity, any galaxy is a
Composite Stellar Population (CSP) with its stars spanning nite ranges
both in age and metalliity.
TheGöttingen Evolutionary Synthesis Model starts from a gas loud
of given mass, assumes some Star FormationHistory (SFH) and InitialMass
Funtion (IMF)  the basi parameters of this kind of approah  and then,
with some book-keeping algorithm, alulates the time evolution of the stellar
population aross the HRD from a set of stellar evolutionary traks. With
photometri alibrations for olours or absorption indies along all stellar evo-
lutionary traks the photometri evolution in terms of luminosities, olours,
and absorption indies is obtained. Assigning stellar spetra to any point
along the traks and weighting them with the numbers of stars alulated at
these points at any given time yields the time evolution of a syntheti galaxy
spetrum. Integrating over the syntheti galaxy spetrum with response fun-
tion for any lter system (e.g. Johnson UBVRIJHK, HST F300W, F450W,
..., F814W), luminosities in the respetive passbands are obtained in the same
way as for an observed galaxy spetrum.
In this approah, evolutionary onsisteny is guaranteed and the time
evolution an expliitly be studied. This opens the possibility to diretly
ouple to a osmologial model and study the spetrophotometri evolution
as a funtion of redshift over osmologial timesales (f. F.-v.A. 1989).
Evolutionary synthesis modelling per se aounts for the age distribution
of the stars within a galaxy and its time evolution (for a review on synthesis
methods see F.-v.A. 1994). To properly aount for the metalliity distribu-
tions in omposite systems like galaxies, the abundane evolution in the gas
has to be followed in order to desribe suessive generations of stars forming
out of this gas with stellar evolutionary traks, yields, and spetra appropriate
for their respetive initial metalliities, i.e. the gas metalliity at their birth.
We all this approah hemially onsistent (= ).
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A modied form of Tinsley's equations (Tinsley 1980) with stellar yields
for SNII, SNI, PN, and stellar mass loss is solved to obtain the gas ontent G,
the global metalliity Z of the ISM, as well as individual element abundanes
[Xi/H℄, and abundane ratios [Xi/Xj℄. We use sets of input physis for 5
dierent stellar metalliities in the range
−2.3 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ + 0.3
with logarithmi element abundanes with respet to solar dened by [Xi/H℄
:= log(Xi/XH) − log(X
⊙
i /X
⊙
H). These sets of input physis for the desription
of both the spetral and hemial evolution of model galaxies omprise stel-
lar evolutionary traks  overing all relevant evolutionary phases from ZAMS
through the PN phase or SN explosion  lifetimes, and remnant masses from
the Padova group (Bressan et al. 1993, Fagotto et al. 1994a, b, ). Evolu-
tion of low mass stars is taken from Chabrier & Barae 1997. Stellar yields
for a series of individual elements from
12
C through
56
Fe for massive stars
(> 8 M⊙) are from Woosley & Weaver 1995 and yields for intermediate mass
stars from van den Hoek & Groenewegen 1997. SNIa ontributions to Fe,
C, ..., are inluded for the arbon deagration white dwarf binary senario as
outlined by Matteui & Greggio 1986. We aution that metalliity dependent
stellar yields depend on
∆Y
∆Z , explosion energies, remnant masses, et. and the
metalliity dependene of these fators is still poorly understood. SNIa yields
are only available for Z⊙ (Nomoto et al. 1997, model W7). No important
metalliity dependene is expeted for SNIa yields exept for a possible lower
metalliity limit to the explosion (Kobayashi et al. 1998). Model atmosphere
spetra, olour and absorption index alibrations are from Lejeune et al. 1997,
1998, and Worthey et al. 1994, respetively.
Although this  approah goes signiantly beyond what was possible
before, it still is a simpliation in the sense that all the input physis is only
available for saled solar abundane ratios. Abundane ratios in galaxies
are determined by the metalliity dependent stellar yields, the SFH and IMF,
and, in general, will be non-solar. I.e., stellar evolution and galaxy evolution
themselves are impliitly oupled and the oupling depends on the SFH and
IMF (f. F.-v.A. 1998b). For a review on hemially onsistent evolutionary
synthesis see F.-v.A. 1999b.
The spetrophotometri evolution of the stellar omponent of galaxies and
the hemial evolution of ISM abundanes both are studied not only as a
funtion of time, but also  for any osmologial model as given by Ho,Ωo,Λo,
and a redshift of galaxy formation zf  as a funtion of redshift.
2.3 Model Parameters and Loal Templates
We use an IMF in the form given by Salo 1986 with lower and upper
mass limits of 0.08 and 85 M⊙, respetively, and SFHs, Ψ(t), appropriate
for the various spetral types of galaxies. For elliptials we use a standard
Ψ(t) ∼ e−t/t∗ . For spiral types Sa ... S the Star Formation Rate (SFR)
at any timestep is tied to the gas-to-total mass ratio, Ψ(t) ∼ GM (t), and for
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Sd galaxies Ψ(t) = const. is assumed. Charateristi timesales for SF t∗
(for spirals dened via
∫ t∗
0 Ψ · dt = 0.63 ·G |t=0) thus range from 1 Gyr for
elliptials to 2, 3, 10, and 16 Gyr for Sa, Sb, S, and Sd galaxies, respetively.
The SFHs, together with the IMF, have been hosen as to provide agree-
ment of our model galaxies after a Hubble time of evolution with integrated
olours, luminosities, absorption features (E/S0s), emission line strengths (spi-
rals), and template spetra from the UV through NIR (Kenniutt 1992, Kin-
ney et al. 1996, f. Möller et al. 1998), as well as with harateristi HII
region abundanes (:= measured at the eetive radius) typial for the re-
spetive galaxy types (Zaritsky et al. 1994, Oey & Kenniutt 1993, van Zee
et al. 1998, Ferguson et al. 1998).
2.4 Advantages and Shortomings
The ombined approah to study the hemial evolution of ISM abundanes
and the spetrophotometri evolution of the stellar population allows  with
the same number of parameters (IMF and SFH) as any single aspet model
 for a muh larger number of model observables (spetra, luminosities and
olours from UV through NIR, emission and absorption line strengths, gas
ontent and metalliity) to be ompared to observations. The ombination
with a osmologial model provides a long redshift or time baseline for om-
parison with galaxy data, allowing not only to test the models, onstrain the
parameters, but also to make numerous preditions testable by future obser-
vations (F.-v.A. PhD Thesis 1989). The Göttingen Evolutionary Synthesis
ode has a remarkable analytial potential. It is possible to trae bak  at
any time and in its time or redshift evolution  the luminosity ontribution
to any wavelength band of every single stellar mass, of the various spetral
types, luminosity lasses, and metalliity subpopulations. Ejetion rates of
every individual element, as well, are monitored for every stellar mass, nule-
osyntheti origin (PN, SNII, SNIa), and metalliity subpopulation.
The SFHs we use for dierent spetral types of galaxies are similar to
those used by other groups (Bruzual & Charlot 1993, Roa  Volmerange
& Guiderdoni 1988) and meant to be global SFRs  averaged over the entire
galaxy and reasonable intervals of time. SFRs utuating around our smooth
SFHs  either loally or on short timesales  ould not be disriminated from
their smooth idealisations in integrated galaxy properties after suiently
long lookbak times.
Our models are simple 1-zone desriptions without any dynamis or spatial
resolution, meant to desribe global average quantities like integrated spetra,
luminosities, olours, emission and absorption line strengths, or harateristi
HII region abundanes as measured around the eetive radius. While the
nite lifetimes of individual stars before they restore their partly enrihed
material to the ISM are properly aounted for in the hemial modelling (we
do NOT use an Instantaneous Reyling Approximation), the mixing of the
gas is assumed to happen instantaneously. If not indiated otherwise, models
are losed boxes without any inow (or outow). While, learly, real galax-
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ies may not be losed boxes over osmologial timesales, this simpliation
reets our ignorane of the time or redshift evolution of gas infall rates and
infall abundanes. Those annot yet be taken from hierarhial galaxy forma-
tion models that are restrited to Dark Matter. The only onsistent way to
aount for mass (and energy) exhange beween a (proto-)galaxy and its en-
vironment seems to be a oupling of our hemo-spetrophotometri evolution
with models for osmologial struture and galaxy formation (see Contardo,
F.-v. A. & Steinmetz 1998 for a rst attempt).
2.5 Results for Nearby Galaxies
Our  spetrophotometri evolution models were rst presented in Möller et
al. 1997 where we disuss the omparison between the (mass-weighted) ISM
metalliities for various galaxy types and the luminosity-weighted metalli-
ities of their stellar populations as seen in dierent wavelength bands. At
late stages, stars in models with const. SFR (Sd) show a stellar metalliity
distribution strongly peaked at
1
2Z⊙ at all wavelengths and lose to the ISM
metalliity. Elliptial models, in agreement with observations, show broad
stellar metalliity distributions extending from Z = 10−4 to Z = 0.05 in all
bands (f. Fig. 1 in F.-v. A. 1999b).
In ollaboration with D. Calzetti (STSI) we are urrently working on a
onsistent inlusion of dust, tying the amount of dust to the evolution of both
the gas ontent and the metalliity in our models, as well as inluding dierent
spatial distributions of dust and stars in dierent galaxy types (f. Möller et
al. astro-ph/9906328 for rst results).
3 CC Spetro  Cosmologial Evolution:
Seleted Results
Before the spetrophotometri evolution as a funtion of redshift an be stud-
ied for any given set of osmologial parameters, evolutionary orretions eλ
(sine a galaxy at z > 0 is younger) and osmologial orretions  also alled
k-orretions  kλ (sine its spetrum is redshifted) are required.
For redshifts z≫ 1 the attenuation of galaxy light by the umulative eet
of intervening hydrogen has to be taken into aount. Intergalati neutral
hydrogen HI largely omes in the form of Lyα louds ausing a forest of narrow
low olumn density absorption lines in the featureless ontinua of bakground
QSOs. The umulative eet of intergalati HI distributed stohastially
along the line of sight to galaxies at z ∼
> 2.5 has been shown by Madau (1995)
to signiantly attenuate the spetra of distant galaxies at restframe wave-
lengths below 1216 Å. The average attenuation obtained from a large sample
of sightlines given by Madau et al. 1996 is applied to our redshifted model
galaxy spetra. It additionally weakens their uxes below restframe λ = 1216
Å and its eet is inluded in our osmologial orretions.
The age of a galaxy at redshift z = 0 is given by
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to := tgal(z = 0) := tHubble(z = 0)− tHubble(zf)
The red olours of present-day elliptial galaxies require galaxy ages in the
range 12  15 Gyr. Reasonable ombinations of the osmologial parameters
are therefore restrited by this minimum age requirement.
Model galaxy spetra onvolved with lter response funtions yield abso-
lute uxes and magnitudes. Luminosities at z = 0 are normalised to the av-
erage absolute B - band luminosities of the respetive galaxy types observed
in Virgo (f. Sandage et al. 1985) before redshifting the syntheti spetra.
Apparent magnitudes mλ of high redshift galaxies in any lter λ are ob-
tained from model absolute magnitudes Mλ via the bolometri distane mod-
ulus BDM(Ho, Ωo, Λo), evolutionary and osmologial orretions:
mλ(z) = Mλ(z = 0, to) + BDM(z) + eλ(z) + kλ(z)
The osmologial or k - orretion kλ in any wavelength band λ aounts for
the magnitude dierene between a galaxy of age to loally and the same
galaxy spetrum redshifted to z
kλ(z) := Mλ(z, to)−Mλ(0, to)
and an also be alulated for observed galaxy spetra. In this ase, the
maximum redshift to whih this is possible depends on how far into the UV
the observed spetrum extends. Our model galaxy spetra at z = 0 extend
from 90 Å through 160 µm and, hene, allow for osmologial orretions in
optial bands up to z≫ 10. Evolutionary orretions eλ aount for the age
dierene between a galaxy of today's age to and the same galaxy at a younger
age tgal(z) orresponding to the redshift z when its light was emitted
eλ(z) := Mλ(z, tgal(z))−Mλ(z, to)
Evolutionary orretions, of ourse, annot be given without an evolutionary
synthesis model. It is important to stress that both the evolutionary and the
osmologial orretions do not only depend on the osmologial parameters
but also on the SFH or spetral type of the galaxy.
In Möller et al. 2000a (in prep.) the redshift evolution of  galaxy spetra,
evolutionary and osmologial orretions, apparent magnitudes, and olours
will be presented for two dierent osmologies.
3.1 CC Models Compared to Solar Metalliity Models
A rst omparison of the spetrophotometri evolution of model galaxies de-
sribed in a  way with those desribed using only solar metalliity input
physis is presented in Möller et al. 1997.
The most important result is that  spiral models, as ompared to Z⊙
models, are brighter by 1  2 mag in B and ∼< 1.5 mag in K at redshifts z ∼> 1.
This has signiant impliations for the interpretation of high redshift
galaxy data, e.g. for our understanding of the Faint Blue Galaxy Exess.
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It means that  ontrary to earlier expetations  normal spiral galaxies at
z ∼ 1 . . . ∼> 2 an still ontribute to galaxy ounts around B ∼ 27mag, and if
ounts are ompared to  models, less of an exess is expeted. The impat of
 modelling on the Luminosity Funtions (LFs) in various wavelength bands
and on the redshift evolution of LFs of spei galaxy types is urrently being
explored.
3.2 Comparing with Lyman Break Galaxies
In any type of galaxy at any time, the ux is lose to zero below the Lyman
break at 912 Å. While galaxies with passively evolving stellar populations do
not have important UV uxes longward of 912 Å either, those with ative SF
do show signiant UV uxes longward, while being self-absorbed shortward
of 912 Å. At z ∼
> 2.5 the Lyman break has moved beyond the U - band,
ausing star forming galaxies to drop out of deep U images while visible in
B, V, et. images. By z ∼> 3.5 the Lyman break has moved beyond the V -
band, ausing star forming galaxies at z ∼
> 3.5 to also drop out of the V - band
while visible at longer wavelengths. Per denitionem only galaxies with ative
SF are deteted with this tehnique. A passive galaxy at redshift z = 3, if it
existed, would neither be deteted in U nor in V or any other optial band.
Its restframe ux steeply inreasing around 4000 Å only, it would rst appear
in the NIR H-band.
Spei olour riteria have been developed to isolate galaxy andidates
at 2.5 ≤ z ≤ 3.5 and at 3.5 ≤ z ≤ 4.5, alled Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs)
(see e.g. Steidel et al. 1995, 1999). Follow-up spetrosopy has proven the
eieny of this tehnique and provided fairly large samples of spetrosopi-
ally onrmed galaxies by today: > 560 galaxies at z ∼ 3 and > 46 galaxies
at z ∼ 4 both from the Hubble Deep Field and ground based deep imaging
surveys. The FORS Deep Field urrently observed at the ESO-VLT will soon
inrease the number of very high redshift galaxies by a signiant fator.
The nature of the LBGs is ontroversial. Appearing quite ompat with
sale radii of 1  3 kp they were suspeted to be the progenitors of present-
day spheroidal galaxies or bulges (Steidel et al. 1996, Giavaliso et al. 1996,
Friaça & Terlevih 1999) or subgalati fragments (Somerville et al. 1998).
Caution seems required, however, omparing rest frame UV sale lengths of
LBGs with optial sale lengths of loal galaxies, sine loal galaxies on UV
images look very dierent in overall morphology  not to mention sale lengths
 from how they look in the optial (f. Hibbard & Vaa 1997). The high
surfae density of LBGs, their SFRs  estimated from UV uxes to be in the
range 3  60 M⊙ yr
−1
, and luminosities are easier to understand if they are
the progenitors of spirals.
Comparing the redshift evolution of luminosities and olours of our 
galaxy models with the rst set of spetrosopially onrmed HDF dropout
galaxies (Lowenthal et al. 1997) in Fig. 1, we nd that all these LBGs at
2 ∼< z ∼< 3.5 are well ompatible with normal spiral galaxy progenitors.
SFRs derived for LBGs from KECK spetrosopy  orreted for moderate
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Figure 1: Luminosity and olour evolution of  spiral models with and with-
out attenuation ompared to spetrosopially onrmed LBGs.
dust extintion and onsistent with their non-detetion with SCUBA (Chap-
man et al. 1999)  also agree well with spiral model SFRs in this redshift
range. These same results are obtained for two dierent osmologial mod-
els (Ho = 50, qo = 0.5) and (Ho = 75, qo = 0.05), with zf = 5. The redshift
of galaxy formation does not have any visible eet on model luminosities
or olours in this redshift range unless zf < 5 for these galaxies. If formed
around z ∼ 5, lassial initial ollapse elliptial galaxy models are signiantly
brighter and have SFRs > 20 times higher than LBGs. An extensive ompar-
ison inluding all presently available LBGs is in preparation.
Clearly, our assumption of one single value for the redshift of galaxy for-
mation is an oversimpliation as osmologial struture formation models
rather show protrated epohs, extending to very low redshifts for the forma-
tion of some galaxy types or masses. No generally aepted spei predition
for the visible parts of galaxies, however, seems to have emerged so far.
4 SSPs for Various Metalliities
The time evolution of SSPs of dierent metalliities, i.e. of stellar systems
formed in one short burst of star formation (tSF = 10
5
yr) with one age and
one metalliity, is useful not only for the interpretation of star lusters, but
also for ombination with various kinds of dynamial galaxy evolution or
osmologial galaxy formation models, one a SF riterium is speied. Any
kind of extended SFH in a galaxy or some part of it  as ompliated as it
might be  is readily expanded into a series of single bursts or SSPs.
In SSPs (as opposed to galaxies with smooth SFHs), the disreteness of
the stellar mass spetrum with evolutionary traks available auses strong
utuations in luminosities and olours, that require a posteriori smoothing.
To avoid this without interpolating traks or using isohrones we developed a
Monte Carlo Approah.
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In priniple, this method is simple. The HRD population at any timestep is
obtained by hosing at random a large number of stellar masses, interpolating
their lifetimes, and using for eah mass not ontained in the original trak table
appropriate proportions of the two adjaent traks with eah time interval
along those two traks inreased or dereased by fators alulated suh that
the lifetime of the artiial star equals the interpolated lifetime.
In Kurth et al. 1999, we present results from our Monte Carlo SSPs. Evo-
lution of luminosities UBVRIJHK, olours, and absorption indies is shown
for SSPs of 6 dierent metalliities −2.3 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ +0.5 over age ranges
from 107 yr to 16 Gyr. While early in the evolution of a star luster, hanges
in broad band luminosities and olours are generally rapid, they get weaker
and weaker with inreasing age. SSP models are ompared to observations of
globular lusters in the Milky Way and M32 and theoretial alibrations for
various indies in terms of [Fe/H℄ are presented in their time evolution. Re-
sults are available at http://www.uni-sw.gwdg.de/
∼
ufritze/okurth/ssp.html.
Work on the detailed spetral evolution of SSPs from the UV through the
NIR is urrently in progress.
5 Chemially Consistent Chemial Evolution
Timmes et al. 1995 and Portinari et al. 1998 used stellar yields for a range of
metalliities to model the hemial evolution of the Milky Way and the solar
neighbourhood. In the following, we will present some of the results from a
omparison of our  hemial evolution models with observed abundanes in
the ISM of Damped Lyα Absorbers (DLAs).
5.1 CC Spiral Models ompared to DLAs
DLAs show radiation damped Lyα absorption lines in the spetra of bak-
ground QSOs. These damped Lyα lines are due to high olumn density gas
(log N(HI) [cm−2] ≥ 20.3) and usually aompanied by a large number of low
ionisation lines of Al, Si, S, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Zn, ... with the same absorption
redshift. Only if the often omplex veloity struture in the lines an be fully
resolved, as e.g. in high-resolution spetrosopy on KECK and WHT with
∆λ/λ = 60 000, preise element abundanes an be derived. These are be-
oming available for a large number of DLAs over the redshift range 0 ... ≥ 4
(Boissé et al. 1998, Lu et al. 1993, 1996, Pettini et al. 1994, 1999, Prohaska
& Wolfe 1997, ...).
Based on similarities between their HI olumn densities and those of loal
spiral disks, between their omoving gas densities at high z and densities of gas
+ stars in loal galaxies, and based on line asymmetries indiative of rotation,
DLAs are though to be (proto-)galati disks along the line of sight to distant
QSOs (e.g. Wolfe 1995, Prohaska & Wolfe 1997, 1998, Wolfe & Prohaska
1998). Alternatively, Matteui et al. 1997 propose starbursting dwarf galax-
ies, Jimenez et al. 1999 LSB galaxies, and Haehnelt et al. 1998 subgalati
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Figure 2: Redshift evolution of [Zn/H℄ (2a) and [Fe/H℄ (2b) for models Sa
and Sd ompared to observed DLA abundanes. The straight line in Fig. 2b
shows where the model gas ontent drops below 50%.
fragments to explain DLA galaxies at low and high redshifts, respetively.
For any osmologial model the time evolution of metalliity Z, element
abundanes [Xi/H℄, gas ontent G, and SFR diretly transforms into the or-
responding redshift evolution. We stress that for a given SFH and IMF our
models yield absolute abundanes that do not require any saling or normali-
sation. After referring all observed DLA abundanes to one homogeneous set
of osillator strengths and solar referene values, we ompare them with our
 hemo-osmologial models in Lindner et al. 1999.
For a standard osmologial model (Ho = 50, Ωo = 1, Λo = 0, zf = 5) it
is seen on the example of Zn, whih loally is known not to be depleted on
dust grains, that our Sa and Sd models braket the redshift evolution of DLA
abundanes from z ≥ 4.4 to z ∼ 0.4. The entirety of Zn abundanes observed
in DLAs fall between an upper envelope provided by the rapidly enrihing Sa
model and a lower envelope made up by the slowly enrihing Sd model. The
enrihment evolution of Sb and S models run between those for Sa and Sd
(f Fig. 2a). Similar agreement is found for all 8 elements with a reasonable
number of DLA abundanes, i.e. for Zn, Fe, Si, Cr, Ni, S, Al, Mn. Phillipps &
Edmunds 1996 and Edmunds & Phillipps 1997 argue that the probability for
an arbitrary QSO sightline to ut through an intervening gas disk and produe
DLA absorption is highest around the eetive radius where our models were
shown to math average HII abundanes in the respetive spiral types by
z = 0. Hene, our models bridge the gap from high-z DLAs to nearby spirals.
We onlude that from the point of view of abundane evolution,
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DLA galaxies may well be the progenitors of normal spirals Sa  Sd,
although we annot exlude that some starbursting dwarf or LSB galaxies may
also be among the DLA galaxy sample. If, at the highest redshifts, damped
Lyα absorption were aused by subgalati fragments still bound to merge, our
simplied 1-zone models are meant to desribe the total SFR of all fragments
ending up in one galaxy by low redshift. The weak redshift evolution of DLA
abundanes is a natural result of the long SF timesales for disk galaxies.
The range of SF timesales t∗ for spirals from Sa through Sd fully explains
the abundane satter observed among DLAs at any redshift.
Note that our omparison of spiral galaxy models with DLA abundane
data extends to redshifts z ∼
> 4.4, i.e. over lookbak times of > 90% of the
age of the Universe.
In omparison with solar metalliity models the inuene of the metalli-
ity dependent yields is seen to vary from element to element. Whenever a
signiant dierene is seen, the  models give better agreement with the
data than Z⊙ models. Changing the SN explosion energy (yields for model C
from Woosley & Weaver) has a minor eets (see also Fig. 7a-h in Lindner et
al. 1999).
Somewhat surprisingly, elements whih loally deplete strongly onto dust
grains (like Fe or Cr) are as well desribed by our models as are non-refratory
elements like Zn (f. Fig. 2b). We hesitate, however, to draw onlusions
about the importane of dust in DLAs in view of the unertainties in the
stellar yields and the simpliity of our losed-box models.
We also tried models with onstant infall rates and primordial infall abun-
danes. In this ase, SFHs have to be adjusted as to still give agreement at
z = 0 with average type-spei HII region abundanes, olours, et. This is
the reason for moderate onstant infall rates to only marginally hange the
redshift evolution of model abundanes and to not aet any of our onlu-
sions. A redshift dependent infall rate, however, with or without evolving
infall abundane, might aet our results. The diulty is to onstrain the
additional parameter(s) without embedding the galaxy into a osmologial
ontext. Mass estimates from olumn densities, linear dimensions (DLAs
seen in lose QSO pairs), and rotation veloities (Prohaska & Wolfe 1997)
indiate that  at least some of  these systems at z ∼ 2− 3 already have the
masses of loal spirals and, hene, may not require important infall.
5.2 A Change with Redshift in the DLA Population ?
While at high redshift all spiral types Sa through Sd seem to give rise to DLA
absorption, no more data points at z ∼
< 1.5 reah lose to our early type spiral
models. The boundary to the observed abundanes oinides with the 50 %
gas-to-total-mass ratio in our models. I.e., by low redshift, the gas poor early
type spirals seem to drop out of DLA samples. A deieny of high N(HI)
DLA systems at low z had been noted before (Lanzetta et al. 1997) and
attributed to their high metalliity and dust ontent (Steidel et al. 1997). We
give an additional reason: as the global gas ontent drops, the probability for
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an arbitrary line of sight to a QSO to ut through a high olumn density part
of the galaxy dereases, i.e. the ross setion for damped Lyα absorption
gets redued.
5.3 Spetrosopi Preditions for DLA Galaxies
and Future Prospets
Despite onsiderable eorts and large amounts of telesope time devoted to
the optial identiation of galaxies responsible for damped Lyα absorption,
only less than a handful have been found by today. Contrary to earlier ex-
petations, the suess rate has not inreased when low redshift DLAs were
found in UV spetra of QSOs. If, indeed, there were a shift in the DLA galaxy
population towards later spiral types at lower redshift, then this is what our
models predit sine, loally on average, Sd galaxies are fainter by ∼ 2 mag in
B than Sa's. Hene, the low-z late type DLA galaxies should be about as faint
in B, R, and K as the brightest members (i.e. the early spiral types) of the
high-z population. Both, an average Sd model at z ∼ 0.5 and an average Sa
model at z ∼ 2 − 3 have B ∼ 25, R∼ 24.5, K ∼ 22 mag. Luminosities of the
few optially identied DLA galaxies (and andidates) are in good agreement
with our preditions. In partiular, if there were early type spirals among
the low redshift DLA galaxy population they would have B ∼ 22.5, R∼ 21,
K ∼ 18.5 mag at z ∼ 0.5 and they would have been deteted. Their non-
detetion is onsistent with our nding of a hange with redshift in the DLA
galaxy population (see F.-v.A. et al. 1999a, b,  for details).
DLA galaxies are within the reah of 10m-lass telesopes up to redshifts
z > 3 and trae the normal galaxy population to these high redshifts with-
out any bias as to high luminosity, radio power, or the like. With information
about ISM abundanes from the metal absorption lines and spetrophotomet-
ri properties of the stellar population, they will allow for powerful onstraints
on model parameters, ages, and osmologial parameters (f. Lindner et al.
1996). Aurate abundane data in very low metalliity DLAs may provide
lues for the nuleosynthesis at low metalliity.
The knowledge about the abundane evolution of gaseous spiral disks as
a funtion of redshift will allow to predit abundanes of stars, star lusters,
and Tidal Dwarf Galaxies that form in the powerful starbursts aompanying
spiral galaxy mergers in the loal universe and in the past (f. Set. 6.3 and
6.4). As will be shown, knowing these abundanes is important for properly
interpreting observed olours and luminosities of star lusters and Tidal Dwarf
Galaxies in terms of ages, masses, et. Spetrosopy of those objets, in turn,
provides an independent ross hek of our abundane preditions.
6 Interations and Starbursts
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6.1 Importane of Galaxy Interations and Starbursts
Evidene for the importane of galaxy interations and merging is oming
both from theoretial galaxy formation modelling and observations.
In a variety of osmologial ontexts (CDM with and without Λ, mixed
DM), semianalyti as well as numerial struture formation models predit
galaxies to build up hierarhially from a series of mergers of suessively
larger masses (see e.g. Carlberg 1990, Laey & Cole 1993, Kaumann &
White 1993). With inreasing redshift, observations indiate inreasing num-
bers of physially lose galaxy pairs (e.g. Zepf & Koo 1989), galaxies seen in
interation, and disturbed galaxy morphologies indiative of a reent inter-
ation (e.g. Conselie & Bershady 1999). All strong galaxy interations or
mergers are observed to be aompanied by bursts of star formation if one or
both of the galaxies are gas rih. When falling into a luster, the spiral rih
eld galaxy population must somehow be transformed into the E/S0/dE rih
luster population. These transformation proesses also involve interations
 among individual galaxies or of an infalling galaxy with the luster envi-
ronment, potential, or its hot intraluster medium. In gas rih galaxies some
of these proesses, as well, may trigger starbursts  sometimes powerful and
global, as reported for E+A galaxies by Poggianti & Barbaro 1996.
In dissipationless stellardynamial mergers (of disks or spheroidal sys-
tems), the remnant after partially omplete violent relaxation usually is a
spherial system. Its entral phase spae density annot signiantly inrease
beyond that of the progenitors. Therefore, it does not seem possible to pro-
due the high entral density ores of massive elliptials by dissipationless
mergers of less massive subomponents or dwarf galaxies whih intrinsially
have lower entral densities. Gaseous mergers, however, are highly dissipative,
the gas is driven to the enter very eiently, and gas densities omparable to
the entral stellar densities in massive elliptials are reahed in high-resolution
simulations. In Ultraluminous Infrared Galaxies (ULIRGs), all of whih have
been shown to be mergers of gas rih spirals, entral moleular gas densities
of the order of 1000 M⊙ pc
−3
are indeed observed.
It has not been possible yet to treat the full dynamis of mergers involv-
ing stars, DM, and gas in at least 3 phases (Hot X gas, HI, old moleular
gas), and to onsistently inlude SF and feedbak (under extreme onditions)
into high-resolution stellar + gaseous dynamial models of interating gas rih
galaxies. It is lear, however, that strong bursts of SF or/and eient fuelling
of a entral AGN may our. Whih alternative is hosen or dominates may
depend on the properties of the galaxies involved, the geometry of the en-
ounter, and possibly on the stage of the interation (see e.g. F.-v.A. 1996 for
a review in Galaxy Interations).
By studying interation-triggered starbursts with spetrophotometri and
hemial evolutionary synthesis models we hope to learn about the SF proess,
SF eienies, et. under the violent onditions in mergers/strong intera-
tions that seem to signiantly dier from the omparatively peaeful SF
situation in our Milky Way.
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6.2 Seleted Results
We alulated an extensive grid of starburst models. In the idealisation of
equal-type mergers Sa-Sa, Sb-Sb, S-S, Sd-Sd, ouring at a variety of evolu-
tionary stages of the parent galaxies, we model starbursts of various strengths
and durations on top of the pre-existing stellar population. The age and type
of the progenitor galaxies determine the luminosities and olours of the stellar
population and the ISM metalliity at the onset of the burst. The gas ontent
of the spirals at merging sets an upper limit to the gas reservoir available for
SF in the burst. Burst strengths being dened as the inrease of the stellar
mass S during the burst, b := ∆SburstSpre−burst , this means that e.g. Sa-Sa mergers
in the loal universe annot have bursts as strong as Sd-Sd mergers today or
Sa-Sa mergers earlier in their evolution when the galaxies ontained more gas.
The evolution of galaxies before, during, and after the burst was studied
in terms of two-olour diagrams, as well as in their luminosity and metalliity
evolution for solar metalliity models in F.-v.A. & Gerhard 1994a.
The models show that after a burst spiral-spiral mergers of galaxy types Sa,
Sb, S ouring 3  4 Gyr ago readily develop typial elliptial galaxy olours
by today  provided SF eases ompletely. Sd mergers remain too blue for
> 4 Gyr. In detail, the timesale until a merger remnant with its postburst
reahes the observed olour range of E/S0s depends on the progenitor types,
the burst strength, and on the wavelength range onsidered.
Using our grid of models we analysed the starburst in the prototypial
merger remnent NGC 7252, for whih a wealth of additional information is
available (e.g. spetra from UV  optial, HI-, HII-, CO-maps, dynamial
modelling). Despite its enormous tidal tails it already features an azimutally
averaged r1/4  prole in its inner part, and it is the oldest from Toomre's
(1977) dynamial age sequene of interating galaxies. Comparing broad band
olours UBVR with our model grid, we were left with some range of possible
ombinations of burst strengths and ages. Within this ell of parameter spae,
we in detail ompared our model spetra with the spetrum of NGC 7252
showing deep Balmer absorption lines and a small Hβ emission omponent.
This allowed us to identify a very strong starburst that inreased the stellar
population by ∼< 50 % and started ∼ 1 Gyr ago, i.e. around the time of
1st perienter as obtained from dynamial modelling (f. Hibbard & Mihos
1995). Both in terms of morphology and olours, NGC 7252 ould evolve into
an elliptial galaxy within the next 1  3 Gyr, provided its SFR → 0. Its
present entrally onentrated SFR as obtained from an IUE spetrum (F.-
v.A. et al. in prep.) is ∼ 3 M⊙yr
−1
, onsistent with the weak Hβ emission.
HI falling bak from the tidal tails (Hibbard & Mihos 1995) together with gas
restored by dying burst stars supports the present SFR and may do so for
another few Gyrs, allowing NGC 7252 to rebuild itself a small disk of stars
and gas. In this ase, both in terms of morphology and olours, it might
rather ome to resemble an S0 or even an Sa galaxy.
In an attempt to identify typial values and ranges for burst parameters
and study their possible dependene on galaxy and interation properties,
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Liu & Kenniutt's (1995) sample of interating galaxies was analysed by O.
Kurth in his diploma thesis (Göttingen 1996). Only on the basis of those
typial values and relations an interation indued starbursts onsistently be
inluded into the statistial evolution of high redshift galaxies, as e.g. into
models for the redshift evolution of the luminosity funtion or into osmolog-
ial galaxy formation senarios. In general, burst durations an only weakly
be onstrained to be of the order of a few 108 yr for spiral  spiral mergers, i.e.
denitely longer than for Blue Compat Dwarf Galaxies (BCDs), where they
are of the order of 106 yr. In both ases, burst durations reet the dynamial
timesales of the systems involved. One of the most important results is that
starbursts in galaxy mergers an be very strong, inreasing the stellar
mass by as muh as 30 % or even more. In all massive interating systems,
burst strengths ∼> 10% were found, larger by a fator 10− 100 than the burst
strengths obtained for BCDs (Krüger et al. 1995).
For NGC 7252, the peak SFR during the burst must have been several
hundred M⊙ yr
−1
, omparable to those of ULIRGs. Assuming a gas ontent
from the high end of what is typial for S galaxies, the SF eieny (SFE)
 dened as the mass of stars formed in the burst relative to the mass of gas
available η := ∆SburstGpre−burst  must have been very high, of order 30  45 %, a
fator ≫ 10 larger than in the Milky Way (F.-v.A. & Gerhard 1994b).
CO, HCN, and CS observations of ULIRGs traing moleular gas at den-
sities n ∼ 500, 104, 105 cm−3, respetively, explain their high SFEs as a on-
sequene of their high frations of moleular gas at the highest densities
(Solomon et al. 1992). While for BCDs a trend for burst strengths to derease
with inreasing galaxy mass was found (Krüger et al. 1995), burst strengths
and SFEs in interating galaxies with masses 1  2 orders of magnitude higher
are generally higher by the same 1  2 orders of magnitude. Does this mean,
that the SF proess is intrinsially dierent in dierent environments ? (See
Set. 5 in F.-v.A. 1996 for a disussion of violent vs peaeful SF and the
possible relation with dierenes in the moleular loud struture).
SFEs that high are usually assumed for the ollapse of protogalati louds
in the early Universe that gives rise to globular luster formation. We speu-
lated that globular luster formation might have been possible in the starburst
of NGC 7252 and predited the metalliity of both stars and lusters forming
in the burst to be Z∗ ≥ Z
Sc(to−1 Gyr)
ISM ∼>
1
2 · Z⊙.
6.3 Young Star Clusters in Mergers
Within a few years, bright Young Star Cluster (YSC) populations were de-
teted with HST in NGC 7252 and a number of other interating galaxies and
merger remnants. They are interesting for many reasons. E.g., star lusters
are better suited than the integrated light to study the age and duration of
the starburst. Being most probably observed around the same galatoentri
radii at whih they formed, they thus allow to study the spatial extent of the
starburst and  for suiently large luster populations  its time evolution.
YSCs oer the possibility to study star and luster formation proesses in
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a violent environment, in partiular in omparison with observations of the
moleular gas ontent or loud struture. Using SSP models for the inter-
pretation of YSC systems in the old merger remnant NGC 7252 (F.-v.A. &
Burkert 1995) and in the young interating Antennae galaxies NGC 4038/39
(F.-v.A. 1998a), we show that metalliities of YSCs are ruial to age-date
them on the basis of observed broad band olours and to predit their fu-
ture luminosity and olour evolution. For a few of the brightest YSCs in
NGC 7252, our metalliity predition from spiral models was onrmed by
spetrosopy (Shweizer & Seitzer 1993, 1998).
The question if some, many, or most of these YSCs ould be youngGlobular
Clusters (GCs) is of eminent importane. If a seondary GC population,
omparable in number to the original one, an be formed in a merger indued
starburst, this would invalidate the last surviving argument against the for-
mation of  at least some  elliptial galaxies from spiral-spiral mergers based
on the dierene in spei GC frequenies between elliptial galaxies and
spirals. Analysing WFPC1 data for some 40 YSCs in NGC 7252 and > 500 in
NGC 4038/39 we tentatively onlude that the bulk of the YSC populations
in both systems may well evolve into normal GC populations in terms of
olour distributions, luminosity and mass funtions (F.-v.A. 1999a). Before
denite onlusions an be reahed, we are urrently reanalysingWFPC2 data
and studying YSCs in an age sequene of interating, merging and merged
galaxies to assess the impat of dynamial luster destrution proesses.
Beause of its enhaned metalliity, a seondary GC population might
eternally testify to a merger origin, still at times when tidal tails, kinemati
peuliarities, and ne struture will long have disappeared, and olours will
no longer reveal a past starburst. Analyses of GC systems in a number of
elliptial galaxies  from low-luminosity elliptials all through D galaxies 
have revealed bimodal olour distributions in many bright elliptials, inluding
2 S0s, broad or multi-peak olour distributions in all D galaxies investigated,
and single-peak distributions in a few low-luminosity elliptials (Kissler 
Patig this volume, Kissler  Patig et al. 1998, Gebhardt & Kissler  Patig
1999). With 10 m telesopes in ombination with HST imaging, MOS beomes
feasible for YSCs and even old GCs out to Virgo distanes. In omparison with
SSP models, it will allow to deompose the olour distribution of star luster
systems into metalliity and age distributions and, thereby, give information
about the formation of their parent galaxies.
6.4 Tidal Dwarf Galaxies
Not only seondary populations of YSCs are formed during mergers of gas-
rih galaxies, but also a new galaxy formation mehanism has been deteted
in these systems a few years ago. In the extended tidal tails of several in-
terating systems bright blue star forming knots, often assoiated with large
HI onentrations, are observed with masses and luminosities typial of dwarf
galaxies. Two of these Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDGs) are deteted in NGC
7252, one in NGC 4038/39, two in Arp 105, several in the Superantennae,
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and other systems (see Du et al. 1998 for a reent review).
TDGs form from reyled material torn out from a spiral disk. They de-
viate from the dwarf galaxy luminosity  metalliity relation in the sense that
they have enhaned metalliities for their luminosities as ompared to non-
reyled dwarf galaxies. Abundane determinations from their HII region-like
spetra agree well with preditions from our spiral models.
While TDGs forming in the lower parts of tidal features are expeted to fall
bak into the merger remnant on timesales of 108 to few 109 yr, those at the
tips of the tails will probably esape and might survive as independent entities.
Kinemati independene from the parent galaxy has been demonstrated in a
few ases (Du et al. 1997, Du & Mirabel 1998).
Independently, both N-body simulations for the stars and hydrodynami-
al models for the gas in merging galaxies feature ondensations along their
respetive tidal tails, leading to two ompeting senarios for the formation of
TDGs (f. Barnes & Hernquist 1992, Elmegreen et al. 1993).
Evolutionary synthesis models involving frations of the stellar popula-
tions of spiral progenitors plus starbursts of various strengths are used to
analyse the stellar populations and the evolutionary states of TDGs. Gaseous
ontinuum and line emission are inluded. Analysing a small sample of TDGs
observed by P.-A. Du with a oarse grid of models (F.-v.A. et al. 1998) we
nd evidene for strong bursts, b := S
young
Sold
= 0.1− 0.4, on top of `old' stellar
populations, i.e. populations with the age distribution of stars in their parent
spiral (Syoung and Sold being the masses of young and 'old' stars, respetively).
Sine these strong bursts ompletely dominate the light in the optial, NIR
data are required to onstrain the mass ontribution of the `old' population.
The latter is important for the fading that TDGs will experiene in the future,
as well as for their dynamial evolution. Without a signiant old population
the strongest bursts might disrupt the TDG. Both, the fading and future dy-
namial evolution, in turn, are relevant for a possible osmologial signiane
of TDGs. In the past, the merger rate was higher, galaxies were more gas-rih
and probably less stable so that the prodution of a signiant population of
TDGs might be expeted.
To explain that part of the faint blue galaxy exess that is due to dwarf
galaxies, Babul & Ferguson 1996 invoke a hypotheti population of dwarf
galaxies, the formation of whih is delayed until z ∼ 1 by the intergalati
radiation eld. Properties they require for their dwarf galaxies to explain the
faint blue galaxy exess are very similar to those of our TDGs. Depending
on their fading, TDGs might well explain part of the faint blue galaxy exess.
Moreover, the remnant problem faed by Babul & Ferguson and Ferguson &
Babul 1998 would be alleviated if part of the TDGs would spiral bak into
the merger remnant on timesales of a 108 − 109 yr.
In Weilbaher et al. 2000 (submitted) we analyse a sample of 10 inter-
ating galaxies from the AM atalogue with imaging in B, V, R. Comparing
olours of knots along tidal strutures with an extensive grid of TDG model
alulations, a number of promising TDG andidates are identied. Knots
with olours not explained by models most probably are bakground galaxies.
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TDG andidates in this rst sample have young burst ages of ∼ 7 Myr, burst
strengths b ∼< 0.2, and will fade by up to 2.5 mag in B, on average, within 200
Myr after the burst. Follow-up spetrosopy with VLT and HET is underway,
models are urrently being alulated for their detailed spetral evolution. In
any ase, this reently disovered mode of ongoing galaxy formation in the
loal Universe from reyled gas and stars is an interesting eld of study just
at the beginning of being explored.
7 Conlusion and Outlook
I presented a versatile model for the evolution of stellar populations and gas
that oers a variety of appliations from star lusters to nearby and distant
galaxies. Only a few of them have been presented here. With a minimum
number of parameters our ombined hemial, spetrophotometri and os-
mologial evolution models desribe a large number of observables and provide
a long evolutionary baseline to ompare with high-redshift galaxy abundanes
and spetra and understand the evolution of various galaxy types from the
earliest phases to the present. The hemially onsistent treatment is a rst
attempt to onsistently ombine 2 out of 3 aspets of galaxy evolution that
nature, too, has oupled.
Interations play an important role for the evolution of galaxies over os-
mologial timesales. While in its present state, the model does not inlude
any dynamial aspet nor spatial resolution, we tried and studied the eets
of starbursts aompanying galaxy interations if gas is involved. Several in-
teresting phenomena were observed in this ontext, as e.g. the formation of
large populations of bright star lusters and of reyled Tidal Dwarf Galax-
ies. Appliation of our models provided a rst step to understand the nature
and properties of these systems as well as their possible future evolution.
The model has allowed for a series of preise observational preditions,
part of whih beame veried already while others keep standing for a test.
Our rst attempt to also inlude the 3rd aspet of galaxy evolution, the
formation and dynamial evolution of galaxies in their osmologial environ-
ments, ould not be disussed here (f. Contardo et al. 1998).
Over the years this model was developed, extended and rened, with its
input physis ontinuously updated, observational extragalati researh has
seen a tremendous progress. The amount of information from HST and large
ground-based surveys is enormous and several quantum steps have been per-
formed, e.g. onerning image resolution with HST, spetral resolution with
KECK and WHT, and the number of high-redshift galaxies by the Lyman
break tehnique. With 10 m telesopes, like VLT and HET, observational
progress is hallenging theory to keep path. The partiularly lose interplay
between observations and the oneptually simple galaxy evolution modelling
presented here, has proven very fruitful and stimulating for both sides.
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